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Rea$ons for "Chip
Requirements of Employ- Seal" Failures

ers
It requiresthat employers with 25 or

more employees provide'reasonable
accommodation for disabled workers
.unless there is demonstrated undue
hardship. That hardship may include
significant difficulty or expense to the
employer.

Definition of "disability"

by Peter Messmer, Lab Engineer.

Cornell Local Roads Program
Oil and stonesurfacetreatments
(chip seals)are steakand potatoesfare
on the platterof most townand county
construction menus. This article
discusses whymany chip seals are
doomedto an early end.
The goodnews is that to be forewarned is to be forearmed. To get the
most for your "chip seal" dollar. be on
the alert for things that can go wrong.
such as:

The definition of "disability"
comesfrom the definition of "handicap" which is contained in the amended
1973 Rehabilitation Act rules under
section 504. The definition refers to
individuals with "a physical or mental
the aggregate and emulsion
impairment that substantially limits one
spreadrates
or more of the major life activitiesor "a
construction techniques
recordof such impairment."
weather
Majorlife activities. according to
surface preparation
Section504. include functions such as
traffic control
caringfor oneself.performing manual
materialproblems
tasks. walking. seeing, hearing. speaking, breathing, learning. and working.
A recent phonesurvey has shown
"Impairment" does not include
that chip sealing is a fairly widespread
physicalcharacteristics such as eye
pavingand maintenance procedure.
color.hair color. left-handedness. or
Since the survey wasnot announced,
height, weight or muscletone that are
most agencies were unprepared to give
within "normal" range. and are not the
accuratecost estimates. However.
result of a physiological disorder.
agencies indicated a range of $6.()()() to
Advanced age. in itself.is not an
$8.500per mile for a singlechip seal.
impairment.
Clearly. there is the potentialfor great
For example, underthe regulations.
financial losseswhenchip seals fail
someone with hearing loss wouldbe
beforea reasonable life expectancy of
defined as having a disability even if the five yearsor so.
condition were correctable with the use
of a hearingaid.
What constitutes failure?
ADAdoes not require that unqualiThe main reasons for chip sealing
fied individuals be hired. Employers can
are:
judge what functions of a job are
essential.
to provide an all-weather road
surface(i.e.• seal against
Where to Get More Inforentrance of waterinto base
mation
courseand subgrade)
improve skid-resistance
If yOIJ need information or technical
rehabilitate an old. weathered
assistance on the ADA, contactthe
asphaltsurface
Regional Disability and Business
provide demarcation of traffic
Technical Assistance Centerat the
lanes
Northeast DBTAC in Trenton. New
Jersey. telephone 609-392-4004.
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If a chip seal ceases to perform
thesefunctions. it has failed. Failures
occur in twoprimary forms;
'\

•
•

stripping (lossof coverstone)
bleeding (excess asphalt on the
road surface)

Both conditions ruin theabilityof
the chip seal to providethe stated
functions.

Debunking a Myth
A reasoncommonly offered for chip
seal failures is that the emulsion and
aggregate are not well suitedto each
other.
This idea comesfrom the difference
between anionic and cationic emulsions.
AIlemulsions are a mix of asphalt
cement, water. and an emulsifier.
Mixmg asphalt with waterrequires an
emulsifying agent. since theydo not
readily mix. As the three ingredients are
blended. a suspension of asphalt droplets
in wateroccurs. The emulsifier createsa
surfacetension betweenthe asphalt
particlesand surrounding waterthat
permitsthe asphaltdroplets to remain in
suspension until the water evaporates.
Emulsifiers createan electrical charge
on the surfaceof the asphaltparticles
that causethem to repel each other.
helping them to stay in suspension. Au
anionic emulsifier is one that makesa
negativechargeon the asphaltdroplets,
whilea cationic emulsifiercreates a
positivechargeon the droplets.
Traditionally engineers agree that
anionicemulsions workbest with
aggregates having mostlypositive
surfacecharges. such as limestone. On
the other hand. usually a cationic
emulsion works best with aggregates
havingmostlynegative surface charges,
such as sandstone. However. recent
studieshave begunto challenge these
concepts.
Perhaps certainasphaltemulsions
workbetter with certain aggregates.
Seldom, if ever. is the degreeof compatibility so poor that the asphaltwill not
coat the rocks. Furthermore, once the
emulsion has broken. it behaves like an
asphaltcement, and the chargeon the
asphalt film disappears. The fact is that
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Chip Seal Failure...
continuedfrom p. 3
the emulsion/stone matcbmaking is
rarely the causeof severestripping
failures. Indeed, most failures result
from something gone wrong in the six
aspectsof chip seal construction,
mentioned previously.

The Aggregate and Emulsion Spread Rates
A common practice is to use the
same emulsion and aggregate spread
rates for everyproject. This would be
like issuing the same size uniform to an
entire army! The spreadrates mustbe
tailored, like a fine suit, for each project.
The sourceandgradation of stone used,
as well as the surface condition and daily
trafficof the road, will vary. The spread
rates mustbe selected for each projectto
accountfor theseconditions.
Ideally, the stoneswill be embedded
in asphaltto a depthof about 70 percent
of their height, after rollingand traffic
has fully seatedthem. We will discuss
some practicalwaysto control the
spreadrates in orderto achieve this
embedment. The ideal aggregate spread
rate will resultin a mat one stonedeep
which uniform!y coversthe road surface.
To determine a good starting spreadrate
use a 3'x 3' boardand cover it completely,one stonedeep. Remove the
aggregate and weighit. This tells you
the ponnds per squareyard of stone
required. Do not increase this to add a
"whip off' factor. You can adjust the
startingrate on the job if necessary, but
don't use any more aggregate than you
need to just keep from "picking" stones
on the wheels of the roller.
There is a good "rule of thumb" to
figure the gallons per square yard of
emulsion. The rule applies to a typical
road that has an average daily traffic
(AnT) count of approximately 500 to
1,000vehicles on a surfacethat is not
weathered and porousor excessively
flushed withasphalt. It works best when
the particlesizeratio in the aggregate is
two, as for a 1/4"x 1/2"gradation.
Dividethe stonespreadrate by the
residual asphaltcontentof the emulsion.
The residual asphaltcontentis the
percentage, by weight, of asphaltleft

in the ditch. Also, the stonesare more
easily dislodged if they are spread too
heavily. The extra stonesdislodge their
neighborsunderthe forceof many tires.
Example 1: you have a stonespread
Too liUre asphaltemulsion prevents
rate of 25 Ibs/yd',and you are using an
the stonesfrom embedding properly, and
RS-2 witha residual asphaltcontentof
the stoneswill be lost eventually. Too
63 percent. You are chip sealinga road much emulsion drowns the stone in
that has an AnT of 800, and does not
asphaltand reducesthe skid resistance
have a surface that is absorbent or
one hopesto achieve. Bleeding will
cause "fatty" patches to increase as
flushed. The Emulsion SpreadRate =
time goes on, creatinga skidding hazard.
StoneSpreadRatelResiduaI Asphalt
Content (25/63 = 0.396gal/yd').. For
this example, 0.40 gal/yd' wouldbe a
Checking Application
goodstarting point.
after the emulsion is fully cured. The
vendor should be able to provide you
with data on the residual asphaltcontent.

Rates

The emulsion rate figured from the
"rule of thumb" will have to be
adjusted if the road surface is absorbent
and weathered or flushed, and if the
traffic is less than 500 or greaterthan
1,000AnT.
For slightly weathered and absorbent surfaces, add 0.03 gals/yd', and up
to 0.09 gals/yd'for badly weathered and
absorbent conditions. For an AnT of
100, add 20 percentto the emulsion rate;
100-500 AnT, sevenpercent: 1,000to
2,000AnT, subtractsevenpercent; and
2,000or more AnT, subtract 15 percent.

To check the emulsion spreadrate,
stick the tank at the start of the job. At
the end of the job, restickthe tank. You
can determine the gallonsappliedfrom
the difference in the stickreadings.
Dividethis numberby the squareyards
of the job, and the result is the average
application rate. Or if the distributor
produces a trip ticket, simply read the
gallons applied. The amountof the
emulsion appliedshouldbe within ± 5
percentof the calculatedamount for the
area of the job.

Example: A lane 10ft. wideand
500 ft.Iong has 555 yd' of area. You
Example 2: youhave a stone
need 167gallonsof emulsion at an
spreadrate of 20 Ibs/yd',and you are
application rate of 0.30 gals/yd'. Ifthe
using an RS-2 witha residual asphalt
trip ticketindicatesthat 174gallons
contentof 65 percent. Youare chip
sealing a road that has an AnT of 1,500, were used, this was 7 gallons extra. You
andhas a badly weathered and absorbent calculatethat 7/167equals4.2 percent.
This is withinthe 5 percentrangeand is
surface.
acceptable.
First, figure the emulsion rate
without adjusting for surface condition
To check the emulsion spreadrate
or traffic. Emulsion SpreadRate = 20/
anotherway, use a squareyardof
65 = 0.307 gals/yd'. Roundup to 0.31
material, such as filter fabric. Weigh it,
gals/yd'.
place it on the road, and drive over it
Second, subtractsevenpercent
with the emulsion distributor. Youmay
becausethereis 1,500AnT, insteadof
find it helpfulto tape the fabric to a 3'x
500-1,000: 0.31 gals/yd'-(0.07)(0.31) =
3' piece of sheet metal. Use double-stick
0.288. Roundup to 0.29 gals/yd'.
carpet
tape at the cornersto help holdit
Third, add 0.09 gals/yd' for the
in
place.
Weighit again after the
badly weathered surface: 0.29 gals/yd' +
emulsion
is
sprayedon it. The differ0.09 = 0.38 gals/yd'.
ence of the weight before and after is the
weightof emulsionspreadper square
Whenyou spreadstoneand oil too
yard. Dividethis weightby the weight
lean or too heavy, failureoccurs. Too
of
I gallonof emulsion (8.33Ibs/gal), to
little stoneleads to insufficient cover
find
the spreadrate in gals/yd2. If the
and causes "picking." It also causes
rate
is
too high or too low, adjustthe
flushing sincethere will be excessoil
distributor
application.
due to the shortage of stone. Too much
stone wastes moneysinceit will end up
continued onp. 9
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During therolling operation,
"picking" mayoccur. If theproblem is
great, thenincrease the aggregate spread
To check the stoneapplication rate, rate a little bit. Lightbrooming is often
measure the area that the weighed
necessary to remove loose stones. If the
truckload of material covers. Divide the sweeping operation is begun too soon,
weight of the load in pounds by the area beforethe emulsion setshard, it will
covered in square yards, to get the
stripawayproperly seatedpiecesalso.
pounds per squareyard.
To prevent this problem, broom during
the cool of thenextmorning after the
Example: a spreadrate of 25 lbslyd' emulsion sets.
is desired. A l2,OOO-pound truckloadis
Another common problem associspread along 300 ft. of a l2-ft. widelane ated withconstruction is an improperly
(i.e.,400 yd'). The rate actually spread
adjusted spraybar. "Fatty" streaks can
is 12,000 poundsl400 yds' = 30lbslyd'.
result where emulsion is applied too
Thisis 51bslyd' too much. The gate
heavily, and in between where it is too
opening and truck/spreader speed must
lean. The stone will stripin the lean
be adjusted to decrease the spread rate.
areas, and bleeding may occurin the
Drive a truck or spreader overa
heavyareas. Proper adjustment of spray
square yardof cloth for a quick spot
bar heightand nozzle angleswill
checkof the stone spreadrate. Weigh
provide a double or triple overlapof the
the stonedropped on it. The resultis
emulsion fans, assuring a uniform
pounds of stone per square yard.
distribution:
Otherconstruction techniques,
besides
thosementioned, can go wrong
Other factors for chip
on thejob. Headthem all off before
seal failures:
theyhappen! How aboutconducting
Construction Techniques, Weather,
planning and training sessions for
SurfacePreparation, Traffic Control, everyone from truckdriverto foreman?
Establish a chip sealconstruction
and Material Problems.
routine that ensures construction is done
Construction Techniques properly.
A sureway to ruin a chipsealjob is
to have the chip spreader/truck too far
behindthe emulsion distributor. The
aggregate mustbe spread on the emulsionwithin 30 seconds after it is applied.
Goodteamwork between the"emulsion
distributor operator, aggregate spreader
operator, and truck drivers is essential.
If the chipsare spread too late they will
not be adequately "glued" by the
breaking asphalt, and stripping will
result. If the stoneis slightly damp, this
will enhance the wetting by the asphalt
emulsion.
Another critical operation in the
procedure is rolling, which seatsthe
aggregate in the emulsion and enhances
goodbonding. You should roll the
aggregate immediately after spreading
witha pneumatic tiredroller. A steel
wheelroller will ride on the highspots,
crushing the aggregate, and passover the
low spots, failing to adequately seat the
stone. It is harmful to roll the aggregate
inter the emulsion sets. It may dislodge
the stones.

Weather Conditions
A key to successful chip sealing is
that the weather be hot and dry for
propersetting and curing of the emulsion. Many specifications require at
least 50' F in the shade. In NewHampshirethe prime timefor chip seal
construction is during Julyand August.
Chipsealsbuilt before Memorial
Day or after LaborDayhavea reduced
chance of success because during this
timehumidity is highand temperatures
are low. Therefore, evaporation is slight
or nonexistent. Under suchconditions
the emulsion cannot cureproperly and
the stonewill not adhere to the road.
Severe stripping willresult. To avoid
the potential for great losses, plan all
chip sealwork for Julyand August, and
monitor daily weather forecasts to work
around thunder showers.

Surface Preparation
Sincea chip sealis a "thin skin"
and not a "coat of armor" you cannot
page 9

expectto remedy the serious faults of an
existing pavement. For example, if you
chip sealover an arrayof alligator
cracks, you can soon expectto see a new
alligator born..
There are cases where a chip seal
wasplaced 011 an aggregate road thathad
a c1ayed fines layeron top. Tires pealed
up the chip seal in"Strips on hotdays.
The wheelpathswere mostly bare within
several months. Thishappened because
the emulsion did not penetrate the
"dirt" on top and adhere to theaggregatebelow.
Beforechip sealing, youshould
repairand clean the road surface, fill
potholes, level ruts, seallargecracks,
repairbroken edges, prime excessively
absorbentsurfaces, and scarify and
recompact or stabilize an aggregate base,
if necessary.

Traffic Control
We have all heard the warstories.
Junior stepsinto the garageandfifes up
his hot-rod. In a showof bravado, with
his girl friend next to him, he guns the
engineand peels out of the driveway
spraying stoneand oil in a rooster tail
that would makea water skierenvious.
Several repetitions later, a new chip seal
lookslike a battle-scarred veteran.
Thisproblem is not easy to prevent.
But normaltraffic can be controlled!
For a chip seal program costing some
$6,000 to $8,000 per mile, the added
cost of traffic controlis economical.
The goal is to keep traffic under 25 mph,
withwarning signs, pilotcars, and
flagmen until the emulsion sets. A
detouris evenbetter.
Remember to controlyour own
construction equipment. Especially
avoidhaving them tum around on the
new surface treatment.

Material Problems
Dirty aggregate is a serious concern.
Emulsion will not adhere to stones that
are coatedwithfines. This willlead to
stripping. The ideal solution is to buy
washed stone. Someuse stone that has
been pretreated witha highapplication
of diluteasphalt emulsion, although it's
unnecessary if the stoneis cleanand
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the samples. whenthe supplier is
watching. will keep them on their toes.

handled carefully.
.
Another aggregate problem is
stone that is too soft. Suchmaterial
will crush whenrolled and under
traffic, and it will not stand up well to
freeze-thaw cyclesor to abrasion by
snow plowblades. You shoulduse
aggregates fromState DOT-approved
sources to beat this problem.
The emulsionsbouldbe an RS·I,
RS·2, CRS-I, or CRS-2, all of which
break quickly. For both the stoneand
emulsion you should take samples. If a
serious question concerning material
quality arises, you can have the
samples tested, although you should
recognize that the "shelf life" of a
rapid-setting asphalt emulsion is only a
few weeks. Furthermore, just taking

Summary
We have reviewed six aspects of
chip seal workwherethingsoften go .
wrong. Extensive failures can occurfor
a singlereason, for example, constructing in cold, wet weather. However.
usually they result from a combination
of the problems discussed.
.
The range of problems mentioned
cannotbe prevented by a single "superman" foreman or highway superintendent. Perhaps the best way to ensurea
quality producteverytime is through
team work. Everyone on thejob must
know what the finished productshould
look like. Theymust know how to do
their parts correctly and it helpsif they
know what their workmatesare responsible for •• theneveryone can help each

....- - -.. lECHNOLOGY lRANSFER CENfER (PC)
University of New Hampshire
.
Department of Civil Engineering
Transportation Research & Computation Group
Durham, New Hampshire 03824-3591

other to get the job doneright.
Chip seal planning and training
sessions £aD build such a team. That's
something to plan and do now.before
the construction season returns!
Happy chip sealing!

Suggested references
for further reading:

•

A Basic Asphalt Emulsion
Manual, Asphalt Institute.
Manual SeriesNo. 19.Second
Edition

•

Surface Treatment Manual,
Chevron, Chevron USA, 1985

•

The above article was reprinted
from Nuggets & Nibbles, Winter
1991, a Cornell Local Roads Program publication.•
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